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Order all 4 Nail Studio SKUs in a 16-copy self-shipping display! Create your own sparkly, fuzzy, and out-of-this-world nail designs with Nail Studio Mini Kits! Choose from Foil Galaxy, Glitter Party, Velvet
Animal, or Tattoo Art to transform a regular manicure into a work of art. Each kit comes with its own special technique and all the materials needed to bring these designs to life including 3 colors of REAL,
high-quality nail polish. Self-shipping merchandiser includes 4 copies of each title: Foil Galaxy Nail Studio, Glitter Party Nail Studio, Tattoo Nail Art Studio, Velvet Animal Nail Studio. Comes with: Nail polish in
3 colours, dotting tool, transfer foil sheets in 2 colors, glitter in 2 colours, nail stickers, tattoo sheet, flocking powder in 2 colours, tweezers.
Disney's new original story. Be bold and careful, and bravely step out of your comfort zone! Three characteristics to improve reading literacy: Long text reading, Understanding interpretation, Adaptive
learning. Believe in yourself, good things will happen! Ariel is curious and loves adventure. She always likes to learn and play behind her sister. One day, when everyone went to the Big Reef to play a surfing
game, they unexpectedly encountered a huge wave and got lost. Faced with emergencies one after another, Ariel came up with many bold and witty ideas. Is there any way to find a way home in the end?
Create your own sparkly, fuzzy, and out-of-this-world nail designs with Nail Studio!Glitter Party Nail Studio provides two colors of cosmetic grade glitter and teaches how to apply them to make mesmerizing
manicures. The book teaches 11 designs like ice cream, a flamingo, and a pineapple for a set of super sparkly nails!
In this funny and lighthearted picture book, a fussy eraser tries to keep the pages clean by erasing the scribbles of a mischievous pencil. But before long, the eraser discovers what can happen when two
opposing forces come together to have fun. Full color.
Traditional Chinese edition of Wonderstruck by Brian Selznick (The Invention of Hugo Cabret). Wonderstruck is named Amazon Best Books of the Month, September 2011 and was considered in 2011 for
both the Newbery and the Coldecott. In Traditional Chinese. Annotation copyright Tsai Fong Books, Inc. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
Simplified Chinese edition of Because of the Rabbit
Simplified Chinese edition of Dog Man Unleashed: From the Creator of Captain Underpants (Dog Man #2)
Nail Style Studio is a step-by-step tool kit that lets you create 25 super-cute, slightly sophisticated, tween-approved looks. Our exclusive palette of practice polish lets any girl try a design, peel it off and try it
again. When youre ready to make the look last, just do the design with your own nail polish in any colours you like. A two-sided custom dotting tool makes tiny, perfect dots and stick-on stencils define crisp
geometric shapes. The results are stunning!

Create your own sparkly, fuzzy, and out-of-this-world nail designs with Nail Studio!With two metallic polishes and holographic foils (silver and blue), these manicures are super shiny and
perfect for any space lover. The book and kit teaches designs, like milky way, meteor shower, and spaceship, with enough materials to make all 12 designs.
Nail Style StudioSimple Steps to Painting 25 Stunning Designs
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Traditional Chinese edition of Ways to Live Forever. This eleven-year old boy with leukemia knows how to keep his memory alive when he knows his time on earth is limited. An ALA Notable Childrens Books
in 2009, this touching and inspiring story will help Sam live forever. In Chinese. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
Simplified Chinese edition of Dog Man: From the Creator of Captain Underpants (Dog Man #1)
Create your own sparkly, fuzzy, and out-of-this-world nail designs with Nail Studio! Tattoo Art Nail Studio provides over 70 custom designed nail tattoos to add to your manicure designs. In addition to teaching
polish designs, the super-cute tattoos (ranging from vampire lips to watermelon) guarantee a perfect mani every time. The book teaches 8 regular designs and 2 expert designs to test your skills!
Nail Style Studio is the perfect big sister to our bestselling Nail Art, providing step-by-step instructions for 25 tween-approved looks designed specifically for girls ages 10 and up. The included custom twosided dotting tool makes dots and lines a breeze, and stick-on-peel-off stencils make geometric shapes crisp and stylish. And with our exclusive palette of practice nail polish, fashionistas can try a design,
wash it off, and try again until it's exactly how they want it. This complete nail art kit lets you make a statement with a wave of your hand. Comes with: 60 page book, practice polish in 6 colors (orange, silver,
pink, blue, white, black) two-sided custom dotting tool, over 250 stick-on stencils
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The glam life is right at your fingertips! Using the custom, 2-sided tool and foil decals, youll learn how to 'nail' more than 30 different nail art designs like unicorn magic, zodiac signs, mer-mazing scales, and
more! The included high-end nail polish in six stylish colours will help you make sure your mani is picture-perfect.
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